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What is it?
This December will be one to remember, as the #HarrogateElf is here to help get the town into the Christmas
spirit. 

A 12 foot naughty elf will take up residence in Harrogate, providing delight and joy to all the festive shoppers,
encouraging people into the town centre and creating opportunities for local businesses to promote
themselves across social media as part of this campaign.

The Adventures of the #HarrogateElf will run from 11-22 December and follows Father Christmas' helper from
the North Pole, who visits Harrogate and gets caught up in mischief. As part of his adventure, the Elf will move
around 9 different locations in the town centre from being tangled in the Christmas lights, to hiding in
Christmas window displays. There's light hearted mischief and plenty of opportunities for businesses to get
involved in the fun - driving interest, cross promoting their business and celebrating Harrogate. 

Each day the Elf will pop up somewhere new, drawing attention to a different area in the town centre driving
perfect content for daily social posts. Residents can also follow a Christmas trail to find each of the Elf
locations, and take their own #SelfieWithAnElfie. 



Drives footfall to the town centre over the key December sales period;
Creates opportunities for local businesses to get involved, to promote
themselves and to cross drive interest to their businesses from the
#HarrogateElf;
Provides photo and social media opportunities; 
Creates community spirit with a 'can't miss' activity;
A unique opportunity for Harrogate;
A Covid safe installation;
Family friendly and memorable with plenty of Christmas spirit;

Benefits of the
#HarrogateElf 

We're delighted to work with Harrogate based businesses of all sizes throughout the
campaign to celebrate the #HarrogateElf, drive footfall into the town through social media
and to promote Harrogate town centre as a place to shop this December.



Joining In The Fun On Social Media
We'd love you to join in the fun, to celebrate the #HarrogateElf's arrival and continued adventures in
Harrogate this December. We've included some social images linked in this that you can post to your
social channels, but please feel free to take your own photos of the Elf in situ, share our posts, and to
really get involved in the fun. Don't forget to use the #HarrogateElf and tag in Harrogate BID so that
we can share your posts on our platforms. 

To amplify the messages, and to ensure your business benefits from the cross promotional opportunities and Christmas fun of the
#HarrogateElf we'd like you to be involved. Here's some ways you can be a part of the adventure this December: 

How you can be involved?

Display A Poster
The Harrogate BID has created posters promoting the #HarrogateElf, could you display
one in your window? 



Enjoy it yourself
Get involved in the adventures of the Elf, visit his locations, dig out your felt-tips and
colour in our free #Harrogate Elf colouring sheets, and enjoy the fun of Christmas.

Visit Our Christmas Website
The #HarrogateElf is part of a wider Harrogate at Christmas campaign to drive footfall to
the town centre by the HarrogateBID. Visit our website to find out more. 

Where Is The Elf?
For three days in the middle of the installation the Elf will 'disappear'. Perhaps you've spotted him
hiding in your shop window, or caught him throwing snowballs down your street that morning - share
your images and suggestions on social media using the hashtag #HarrogateElf and the Harrogate BID
will share, driving attention to your business as the Elf hunt continues. 



Social Media
Assets
We'll be posting photos and video each day on social
media of the Elf's mischied and location, and we'd love
you to share these alongside creating your own content.
To help you to get involved with the #HarrogateElf from
the beginning, we've created a host of social media assets
to enable you to get posting and to join in the fun from
the 11th December. Download our assets pack here. 



Social Media Examples

Social Media Story Assets Instagram Grid Assets Instagram Grid Assets



Social Media

Share your posts using the hashtag #HarrogateElf and tagging in Harrogate BID and we'll share your posts, in turn promoting your
business, and Harrogate as a place to shop this December. 
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Questions?
If you have any questions, want to know more, or if you'd like to
support by display a poster, we'd love to hear from you:

www.harrogatebid.co.uk

VISIT

info@harrogatebid.co.uk

EMAIL


